IMPROVE YOUR PLANTING SUCCESS: TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL PLANTING

~ Determine spacing and quantity of trees needed: This can
be determined based on your intended purpose.

~ Planting timing: Your order acknowledgement will show your
scheduled ship date. If it says “3/1”, this indicates ASAP in the
spring. If it says “1/1”, this indicates that we have no ship date
scheduled for you. Please call us to schedule a preferred delivery
time. If you have scheduled a ship date, but are unable to plant
due to weather conditions or other situations, please notify us as
soon as you can so we can delay their shipment. Try to schedule
delivery so that you can plant your trees as soon as possible after
their arrival. If you can’t start planting after the trees arrive, store
them in a cooler or other cool area, away from sun and wind.
Open slightly and make sure the trees are slightly damp.

Larger seedlings and transplants typically will outperform the smaller
plants, but may be more challenging to plant properly. A good rule of
thumb is to plant the largest stock that you can reasonably handle on
your site with your equipment.

~ Growth Rate and Harvest Time: The more care (fertilizer,
weed and pest control, water, proper pruning) the trees receive,
the sooner they’ll grow to a harvestable size. Natural occurrences
(late frost, dry conditions, disease) can all affect growth rate, as
well as the type of tree you select and your specific planting site.

~ Site Preparation: Spend time prior to planting reducing or
removing grass, weeds and brush. Your trees will get off to a better
start. If not controlled, weeds and brush can reduce the ability of the
trees to survive and thrive.

Christmas Trees or Ornamentals: We typically plant on
a 6x6 spacing, which requires 1210 trees per planted acre.
Some growers use spacing as close as 5x5 for certain
varieties intended to be harvested at a smaller size. This
requires about 1740 trees per planted acre. These numbers ~ Proper planting: Plant trees as soon as possible after their
do not include access roads or borders
arrival. Trees can be planted by hand using a heavy spade or spud,
Windbreaks: Plant 6-8 feet apart in one row or plant two or using an auger, or can be machine planted. In any case, make
sure that the roots are straight down in the ground, not curled up
or three rows spaced diagonally 10-12 feet apart. Divide
in the hole. Roots may be pruned prior to planting to prevent
linear feet to determine quantity needed.
“J-rooting”. Make sure the roots are deeply secured in the ground
Reforestation: Plant 8-10 feet apart, which will require
and the soil around the tree is firmly packed.
500-700 trees per acre.
~ Site Maintenance: Weed control after planting is important,
~ Determining tree variety and size for planting: This is based whether using herbicides or mowing or both. Weeds will be
competing with your trees for soil nutrients, moisture, and fertilizer,
on several factors, starting with your intended purpose. Certain
varieties are better for windbreaks and reforestation, while others are and can affect their survival and growth if not controlled. Good
weed control will provide more sunlight, and less insect and disease
more popular as Christmas trees or ornamentals. You also must
problems. It also makes shearing, spraying and harvesting easier
consider soil type, sun conditions, air and water drainage and other
and more efficient. Contact us for suggestions, or see your local
locational factors and match them with the type of tree that thrives
county extension agent or chemical dealer for options.
under those conditions.

